
REAL DIODE CHARACTERISTICS 
Ideally, diodes will block any and all current flowing the reverse direction, or just act like a short-circuit if current 
flow is forward. Unfortunately, actual diode behavior isn’t quite ideal. Diodes do consume some amount of 
power when conducting forward current, and they won’t block out all reverse current. Real-world diodes are a 
bit more complicated, and they all have unique characteristics which define how they actually operate. 

Current-Voltage Relationship 
The most important diode characteristic is its current-voltage (i-v) relationship. This defines what the current 
running through a component is, given what voltage is measured across it. Resistors, for example, have a 
simple, linear i-vrelationship…Ohm’s Law. The i-v curve of a diode, though, is entirely non-linear. It looks 
something like this: 

 

The current-voltage relationship of a diode. In order to exaggerate a few important points on the plot, the scales 
in both the positive and negative halves are not equal. 

Depending on the voltage applied across it, a diode will operate in one of three regions: 

1. Forward bias: When the voltage across the diode is positive the diode is “on” and current can run 
through. The voltage should be greater than the forward voltage (VF) in order for the current to be 
anything significant. 

2. Reverse bias: This is the “off” mode of the diode, where the voltage is less than VF but greater than -
VBR. In this mode current flow is (mostly) blocked, and the diode is off. A very small amount of current 
(on the order of nA) – called reverse saturation current – is able to flow in reverse through the diode. 

https://learn.sparkfun.com/voltage-current-resistance-and-ohms-law/ohms-law
https://dlnmh9ip6v2uc.cloudfront.net/assets/4/4/a/5/b/5175b518ce395f2d49000000.png


3. Breakdown: When the voltage applied across the diode is very large and negative, lots of current will 
be able to flow in the reverse direction, from cathode to anode. 

Forward Voltage 
In order to “turn on” and conduct current in the forward direction, a diode requires a certain amount of positive 
voltage to be applied across it. The typical voltage required to turn the diode on is called the forward 
voltage (VF). It might also be called either the cut-in voltage or on-voltage. 

As we know from the i-v curve, the current through and voltage across a diode are interdependent. More 
current means more voltage, less voltage means less current. Once the voltage gets to about the forward 
voltage rating, though, large increases in current should still only mean a very small increase in voltage. If a 
diode is fully conducting, it can usually be assumed that the voltage across it is the forward voltage rating. 

 

A multimeter with a diode setting can be used to measure (the minimum of) a diode’s forward voltage drop. 

A specific diode’s VF depends on what semiconductor material it’s made out of. Typically, a silicon diode will 
have a VFaround 0.6-1V. A germanium-based diode might be lower, around 0.3V. The type of diode also has 
some importance in defining the forward voltage drop; light-emitting diodes can have a much larger VF, while 
Schottky diodes are designed specifically to have a much lower-than-usual forward voltage. 

Breakdown Voltage 
If a large enough negative voltage is applied to the diode, it will give in and allow current to flow in the reverse 
direction. This large negative voltage is called the breakdown voltage. Some diodes are actually designed to 
operate in the breakdown region, but for most normal diodes it’s not very healthy for them to be subjected to 
large negative voltages. 

For normal diodes this breakdown voltage is around -50V to -100V, or even more negative. 

Diode Datasheets 

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/how-to-use-a-multimeter
https://dlnmh9ip6v2uc.cloudfront.net/assets/1/e/7/1/f/518182d5ce395fff12000000.jpg


All of the above characteristics should be detailed in the datasheet for every diode. For example, 
this datasheet for a 1N4148 diode lists the maximum forward voltage (1V) and the breakdown voltage (100V) 
(among a lot of other information): 

 

A datasheet might even present you with a very familiar looking current-voltage graph, to further detail how the 
diode behaves. This graph from the diode’s datasheet enlarges the curvy, forward-region part of the i-v curve. 
Notice how more current requires more voltage: 

http://www.vishay.com/docs/81857/1n4148.pdf
https://dlnmh9ip6v2uc.cloudfront.net/assets/f/a/8/d/7/51781a6dce395f010e000000.png


 

That chart points out another important diode characteristic – the maximum forward current. Just like any 
component, diodes can only dissipate so much power before they blow. All diodes should list maximum current, 
reverse voltage, and power dissipation. If a diode is subject to more voltage or current than it can handle, 
expect it to heat up (or worse; melt, smoke,…). 

Some diodes are well-suited to high currents – 1A or more – others like the 1N4148 small-signal diode shown 
above may only be suited for around 200mA. 

 

That 1N4148 is just a tiny sampling of all the different kinds of diodes there are out there. Next we’ll explore 
what an amazing variety of diodes there are and what purpose each type serves. 
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